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I’m a 
100% 
Fan!

we wish to offer our fans a positive surprise. 
This is why we are pushing our “young” product range, 
delighting long-standing fans, and captivating a new ge- 
neration, including with a refreshing layout that dynam- 
ically integrates our fascinating writing instruments.

A high level of emotion, extensive knowledge, and sheer 
delight was shared at our 2022 Pelikan Hubs, which were 
finally able to take place in person again. The interpersonal
exchange is the highlight of this event, and the fascina- 
tion that it provokes something truly unique: a passionate 
base of 100% Pelikan fans!

Here in this catalog, you can find interesting details about 
our products and, for the first time, a Pelikan glossary. Let’s 
work together to surprise the many writing enthusiasts out 
there and share the FLASH ME feeling.

Jens Meyer, Global Marketing Manager Fine Writing Instruments

The Classic M 205 White 
featuring decorative 

silver-colored ornamentation 
releases the brightest cheer!  

It is the perfect starter model 
for the world of fine writing 

instruments. 

205
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Guarded Treasures

The private collections of fine 

writing instruments are stored 

cautiously as if they were in a 

treasure chest.

global 
connections 
producing real 
closeness!
Jana Jegella, Global Product Manager Fine Writing Instruments

54

after taking a two-year break, our international pelikan hub 
event returned once again in 2022. the hubs have been grow-
ing in popularity and this year saw more attendees than ever 
before, a sign that owners of pelikan writing instruments 
want to meet each other and talk in person. the things that 
happen around the world for this exceptional event have a 
particular magic about them. people had to wait long for it, 
though that made the celebration all the merrier.

The fans present their treasures. They are marveled at, and some people even take hold of 

them eagerly to try writing with them. A stage is given to rare Pelikan fountain pen editions, 

carefully guarded heirlooms, and proud first purchases; each writing instrument is dutiful-

ly stored in a leather pouch. The owners of these pieces share their knowledge about the 

special aspects of these individual editions with passion. The event provides an ideal setting 

to delve into their fascination with nib-based writing and premium Pelikan inks. For writing 

fans, the Hub is not just a meeting of the like-minded. It is an inspirational intermingling full 

of emotion and enthusiasm. These people are 100% Pelikan fans!

Pelikan Hubs attract a large amount of attention and connect handwriting enthusiasts 

across national borders. The community is linked together globally and grows with every 

year that passes. Beginning with the first Hub event in 2014, which counted roughly 900 fans 

from Sydney to Seattle, this had grown to 6,138 participants worldwide by November 2022! 

Organized by fans, for fans, on a single day at 6:30 p.m. local time. And it works very well.

The fans create an exceptional atmosphere with their love of handwriting. There is an ex-

hilarating dynamism that is reflected among the passionate community. We have captured 

some of it here to share with you – the statements are authentic and have a complexity that 

leaves a lasting impression. 

hearts beating
the pelikan hub – a fascinating event turns into a success story!

pelikan hub



manuel bauzan perez
The Pelikan brand has a very strong 

eye for quality which can be felt in 

every respect. The greatest expe-

rience for me at the Hub? All the 

attendees bringing their own per-

sonal story about what connects 

them to fountain pens and writing. 

deepak deshpande
What I like most about the Pelikan community? The enthusiasm. 

The attendees at the Hub were eager! The wide selection of pens 

and inks that other fans bring with them is inspiring to me.

norbert blank 
I really like the worldwide enthusiasm for the Hub and the 

friendly exchange with the community, and what really  

impresses me is the craftsmanship behind the fine writing  

instruments. Whether on postcards or in the office, I love to 

write with a fountain pen. 

else marie leuthardt
I have been a Pelikan fan for 25 

years. I own 48 Pelikan writing 

instruments and 24 of them 

are from the 200 series. I think 

they are wonderful! The idea of 

meeting the community across 

the world at the same time is 

fantastic.

peter hotzan
What delights me most of all about the Pelikan Hub is the 

dialog with like-minded people. I am more of a collector 

than a writer, which is why the 200 series is extremely  

appealing to me. The writing instrument that captivates 

me the most, however, is the Toledo. It is the Holy Grail! 

there was a rustle in the air – the mood unable to be topped. 
our community brought with it a great deal of anticipation as 
it arrived at the pelikan hubs, the first ones to take place in 
person again after a two-year break. we felt it, too: being with 
each other in person is essential and strengthens the links 
between the fans even more. here are a few musings which speak 
for themselves! 

pelikan hub
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self-polishing 
surface finish

The premium, high-grade 

resin has a high-sheen polish 

while the surface is even 

self-polishing. Each move-

ment makes the writing in-

strument shine even more. If 

the decision falls in favor of a 

marbled writing instrument, 

the lucky owner will have an 

individual color scheme in 

his or her hands, made from 

a single piece of high-quality 

acrylic in Pelikan’s own color 

composition.

cool colors
Think colorful thoughts: 

Writing fans who are young 

or young at heart love the 

choice of marvelous colors  

in the Classic series! 

cartridge 
fountain  
pens

10

an elegant finish
The various Classic series are char-

acterized by fine decoration and 

an unmistakable beak-like clip. The 

stainless-steel nib and rings on the 

205 series have a high-sheen polish. 

The 200 models offer an elegant al-

ternative to the glossy silver edition, 

with gold-plated ornamentation 

and a gold-plated, stainless-steel 

nib – all with a 24-karat finish. The 

pen pictured to the left is the Classic 

M 205 Duo Highlighter.

the classic series offer an exciting, colorful 
entry into the world of fine writing instru-
ments. something that passionate collectors 
and pelikan fans get particularly excited 
about is the classic series that matches the 
edelstein ink of the year. a new, limited edi-
tion that is stylish and special, and particu-
larly desirable as a set.

special edition: apatite set
The 2022 Ink of the Year is a turquoise-blue beauty which pays 

tribute to the “apatite” gem. Available in a set with a writing 

instrument in a matching color, it is a majestic must-have item 

that many Classic fans will have boundless desire for! 

With the two different filling mech-

anisms offered by our Classic series, 

handwriting fans will have everything 

that the heart desires. Handwriting 

fans can choose a piston filling mech-

anism, which suits anyone who loves 

filling their writing instrument directly 

from a bottle of ink. Alternatively, we 

also offer a cartridge filling system for 

the 200 series, a practical version for 

those on the go or traveling.

The cartridge containing the Edelstein 

Ink or a converter can be swapped 

out in the blink of an eye; it is even 

possible to change the ink color. There 

are many different color nuances to 

choose from and they add a brilliant 

touch to every word written! 

The pen pictured here is the P 205 car-

tridge pen in classic black with glossy 

silver decoration. This decoration is 

also available with a gold plating.

Classic. 
color. 

Cool.

gold-plated nib
The stainless-steel nib in the Classic 200 

series has a 24-karat gold plating. It glides 

across the paper softly to enable a gentle 

writing experience. It is something that 

many Pelikan fans swear by.

11

classic serie 200



we make quality an experience

Quality amazes people. It involves craftsmanship that has developed from  
a wealth of experience and continues growing steadily. To meet the most  
sophisticated of demands at any time, whether for writing enthusiasts or  
fresh beginners, we refine our capabilities with the greatest passion.  
We show how it is possible to develop ideas and bring the joy of writing  
to paper. It is a philosophy that can be felt in every product: simple, pure  
amazement.

• Unlimited warranty on limited edition pens*. The special finish 
using the maki-e and raden techniques is excluded from this 
warranty as it entails an artistic handicraft that is unique for 
every pen.

• Three-year warranty on Premium and Classic collections*.

• Free change of nib for standard sizes within 4 weeks of  
purchase*. 

• Spare part, repair, and engraving services.

* More information can be found in the warranty booklet of the relevant writing instrument
 or on our website in 12 languages: pelikan-passion.com/int/service/warranty

Light Pastel Green 
The finely marbled barrel of the Classic M 200  

is lightly transparent. Its pastel shades are 
captivating – and not only for fans of the  

color green. It is a beautiful, gleaming edition  
that makes you want to start writing!

The Pelikan
quality 

Promise

12 13
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the world is so big and colorful. with our annual release from the  
edelstein ink collection, we make it even more elegant: 

Every year, Pelikan amazes the handwriting world with a special color for the limited-edition Edelstein Ink  

of the Year. The choice of color is based on the real desires that customers have expressed. We collected 

 their color suggestions in a large online gallery and, together with our ink fans, selected the favorites. 

The color nuances always match the shade of a particular gemstone, which provides the name for the ink 

and serves as the inspiration for it. The ink formula developed exclusively for the Edelstein Ink Collection 

contains premium color pigments as well as a special ingredient for an even softer feeling while writing. 

Combined with the attractive bottle devised by a special glass designer, the Edelstein Ink of the Year is the 

crown jewel for a prestigious and joyous handwriting experience. 

The 2023 Edelstein Ink of the Year is an inspiring powder pink – a homage to the rose quartz gemstone.  

This overview of all color tones will make you want to pull out a pen straightaway!

Star Ruby 2019 

Olivine 2018

Smoky Quartz 2017 

Aquamarine 2016

Amethyst 2015 

Garnet 2014

Amber 2013

Turmaline 2012

Rose Quartz 2023*

Apatite 2022

Golden Beryl 2021 

Moonstone 2020

* Available in stores from March 2023. All others available while stocks last.

I’m a 
100% 
Fan!

INK OF THE YEAR

good to

Pelikan Edelstein ink is the jewel of  
all inks: a unique formula and 

a writing experience as smooth as  
silk ina beautifully designed  

bottle. 

14 15

edelstein ink of the year



limited & special editions

We are celebrating this with the 

“Limited Edition 40 Years,” our  

anniversary icon in black and 

green pinstripes that writes 

history as an unmistakable  

symbol of the Souverän® brand. 

Its beauty is plain to see: sym-

bolic, irresistible, and elegant. 

The fine lines on the gold ring 

emphasize the meaning-filled 

pinstripe appearance with the 

utmost grace.   

40 Years of Souverän® 

rare beauty

Our extraordinary Special and Limited Editions represent fantasy-
filled material designs and premium handwriting with classic 
elegance. We continually reinterpret exceptional materials, colors, 
and designs for our Special Editions. Each one is only available in 
limited numbers.
Our exclusive Limited Editions consist of unique, intricate pieces 
that we create only for extremely limited releases. These relea-
ses always have a thematic link to the edition. They come with 
a certificate and edition number. Our Maki-e icons incorporate 
millennia-old craftsmanship that has been passed down over 
generations in a long tradition to achieve perfection. It comes as 
no surprise that collectors worldwide are delighted with every 
new release of our Special and Limited Editions. It is a declaration 
of love to these rare beauties of ours which we develop with great 
passion and the utmost precision.

16 17



prestigious perfection 

The search for the perfect symbiosis of classic elegance 
and sophisticated quality will lead you directly to our 
Premium collection. Fine nibs made of 14 or 18-karat gold 
crown each fountain pen. Gold and silver ornamentation 
ensure the unique Pelikan design is completely perfect. In 
these pens you can witness the combination of expertise 
and craftsmanship in one fascinatingly smooth writing 
experience – prestige for highly varied demands and  
preferences. 

Elegant, striped appearance; 

sophisticated technology, a  

coveted piece. Our classic  

Souverän® in Black-Green is  

a favorite in any collection.  

premium

18 19



The art of Damascus patterns is thousands of years old. It comprises an elaborate method of applying 

ornamentation to steel or iron by impressing a thin gold film onto the surface. This sophisticated  

technology was brought to Spain by Arab settlers, where it was perfected over centuries, especially in 

the city of Toledo.

Pelikan commenced honoring this Damascus patterning technique for its model “Toledo” as early as 

1931. This artwork is so highly coveted that it has continued to spread its magic for decades almost 

unchanged. Today, the decorative barrel is produced from a single piece of 925 sterling silver. Once the 

barrel has received multiple, special treatments, the motif is applied using a layer of gold. In the next 

step, the motif is etched on by hand, with the filigree detail giving the motif a life of its own.

Each Toledo writing instrument is a unique piece manufactured in Germany.  

As a result of the taxing craftsmanship required, only a maximum of  

50 instruments per month can be made. Every one of them is a  

great masterpiece in itself, and a small piece of history.

Whoever owns a Toledo 

writing instrument possesses 

a work of art and a small  

piece of history.

premium

good to

The Toledo motif is damascened  
based on ancient craftsmanship and  

perfected by hand by a goldsmith  
in Germany.

    an  
artwork
in Spanish 
    style

2120



Every Toledo fountain pen is always automatically  
delivered inside an attractive, black gift box.

toledo® black

premium premium

Toledo® 900  Black
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 18-K/750 bi-color gold nib
EF 924589 924582 M 900
F 924597 924599 M 900
M 921387 921383 M 900
B 924613 924612 M 900

Ball pen
– – –

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

Toledo® 700  Schwarz
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 18-K/750 bi-color gold nib
EF 927806 927804 M 700
F 927814 927811 M 700
M 927822 927828 M 700
B 927830 927835 M 700

Ball pen
– – –

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

Toledo M 900

Fountain pen

Toledo M 700

Fountain pen

ink inspection window

≈ 1.35 ml

ink inspection window

≈ 1.3 ml

22

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim | 24K gold-plated highlights
High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | diamond-cut | Gold-plated, hand-engraved 925 sterling silver barrel

23



souverän®

a world-famous classic

premium

The year 1950 is when our Model 400 was born. Even today, this classic 

with a black-and-green pinstripe sleeve is still considered a symbol of the 

Pelikan brand worldwide. It is our brand ambassador and our company’s 

flagship product. 

In the 1980s, the series was christened the Souverän®, marking the begin-

ning of the standalone Souverän® brand. However, people often refer to it 

by its colloquial name “Stresemann” after the pinstriped suits worn by the 

German Foreign Minister of the same name in the 1920s. This nickname is 

still in use internationally and will likely remain so, too. 

The fountain pen became established over time, taking many variations. 

Great caution is applied to the ongoing development of the design and 

technology, since the Souverän® has always been a simple, enduring  

companion that is appreciated just how it is. We are extremely proud of 

our stylish creation having aroused endless desire for four decades now.  

Of having achieved sovereign status. 

In 1929, Pelikan was the first company in 

the world to patent a piston filling mech-

anism. This technology uses two different 

screw threads on the inside of the foun-

tain pen to ensure that the spindle inside 

moves more quickly than the end piece of 

the barrel. As a result, it is very quick and 

easy to refill the pen.

2524



The production of the Souverän® barrel is subject to 

an elaborate process. The typical, striped material is 

made out of cotton based on a formula developed 

specially for Pelikan. It takes months until the block 

providing the stripes is finished, whereupon the 

tailor-made plating is curved and cut into a contour 

using a natural diamond. The characteristic double 

rings are then integrated into the cap and barrel  

with the utmost precision, making sure that the tran- 

sition between the materials is almost seamless. 

The writing instrument is polished until it reaches a 

brilliant luster. 

The famous beak-like clip and Pelikan cap are placed 

on top, forming the crown of the Souverän®. Writing 

instruments of various sizes are created to ensure a 

product completely individual and suitable for your 

personal preferences. 

made to measure by the masters

premium premium

good to

Hand-selected, unique pieces:
The design of the Souverän® is unique,  

and every fine, connected pinstripe  
on the material shines in  

individual appearance.

Souverän® M 400  
12.7 cm  |  Ø 11.7 mm  |  14.9 g  |  1.3 ml  |  S

Souverän® M 600   
13.4 cm  |  Ø 12.4 mm  |  16.4 g  |  1.3 ml  |  M

Souverän® M 800   
14.2 cm  |  Ø 13.1 mm  |  28.2 g  |  1.35 ml  |  L

Souverän® M 1000   
14.7 cm  |  Ø 14.1 mm  |  32.6 g  |  1.35 ml  |  XL

Souverän® pen sizes compared 
Full-size images | Length based on closed pen with cap on

souverän® sizes compared
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The models 1000 and 800 have the biggest filling capacity of all piston mechanism models currently available on the market.

premium premium

Souverän® 1000  Black-Green
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 18-K/750 bi-color gold nib
EF 987578 987570 M 1000
F 987586 987587 M 1000
M 987594 987594 M 1000
B 987602 987600 M 1000

Ball pen
– – –

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

Souverän® 800  Black    
order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Ball pen
996991 996992 K 800

Souverän® 1000  Black
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 18-K/750 bi-color gold nib
EF 987370 987372 M 1000
F 987388 987389 M 1000
M 987396 987396 M 1000
B 987404 987402 M 1000

Ball pen
– – –

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.

Souverän® M 1000

Fountain pen

Souverän® M 1000

Fountain pen ≈ 1.35 ml

≈ 1.35 ml

Souverän® K 800

Ball pen

twist mechanism

ink inspection window

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

Individual striped cellulose acetate material

28

souverän® black-green | black
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim | 24K gold-plated highlights
High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material | diamond-cut
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premium premium

Souverän® 800  Black-Green
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 18-K/750 bi-color gold nib
EF 995670 995674 M 800
F 995704 995704 M 800
M 995712 995711 M 800
B 995720 995728 M 800

Ball pen
996991 996992 K 800

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
997650 997654 R 800

Souverän® 400  Black-Green 
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 bi-color gold nib
EF 994848 994844 M 400
F 994855 994851 M 400
M 994863 994868 M 400
B 994871 994875 M 400

Ball pen
996835 996831 K 400

Mechanical pencil
997163 997166 D 400

Rollerball
997494 997494 R 400

Souverän® 600  Black-Green 
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 bi-color gold nib
EF 980003 980007 M 600
F 980011 980014 M 600
M 980029 980021 M 600
B 980037 980038 M 600

Ball pen
980086 980083 K 600

Mechanical pencil*
980094 980090 D 600

Rollerball*
997569 997562 R 600

Leder-Etuis  
Seite 105

Ink 4001
Dark-green 
page 97

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.

Souverän® R 800  |  600  |  400

Rollerball

Souverän® M 800  |  600  |  400

Fountain pen

Souverän® D 400

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän® K 800  |  600

Ball pen

Souverän® K 400

Ball pen

Souverän® D  600

Mechanical  
pencil

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

push-button mechanism

push-button mechanism

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

M 800: 18-karat/750 gold with rhodium trim
M 600, 400, 300: 14-karat/585 gold with rhodium trim

one high-performance ink refill M included,
writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 27  |  The Souverän® 1000 can be found on page 29.

eraser under the cap

30

souverän® black-green
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim or 14K/585 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim
24K gold-plated highlights | High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material | diamond-cut

31

* Available as long as stocks last.



Edelstein Ink
Sapphire
page 91

premium premium

Souverän® 800  Black-Blue 
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 18-K/750 bi-color gold nib
EF 995936 995933 M 800
F 995944 995940 M 800
M 995951 995957 M 800
B 995969 995964 M 800

Ball pen
997007 997005 K 800

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
997668 997661 R 800

Souverän® 400  Black-Blue
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 bi-color gold nib
EF 994921 994929 M 400
F 994939 994936 M 400
M 994947 994943 M 400
B 994954 994950 M 400

Ball pen
996843 996848 K 400

Mechanical pencil
997171 997173 D 400

Rollerball
997502 997500 R 400

Souverän® 600  Black-Blue 
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 bi-color gold nib
EF 995308 995308 M 600
F 995316 995315 M 600
M 995324 995322 M 600
B 995332 995339 M 600

Ball pen
996926 996923 K 600

Mechanical pencil*
997221 997227 D 600

Rollerball*
997551 997555 R 600

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.

32

souverän® black-blue
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim or 14K/585 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim
24K gold-plated highlights | High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material | diamond-cut

Souverän® M 800  |  600  |  400

Fountain pen

Souverän® D  600

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän® D 400

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän® K 800  |  600

Ball pen

Souverän® K 400

Ball pen

Souverän® R 800  |  600  |  400

Rollerball

push-button mechanism

push-button mechanism

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

one high-performance ink refill M included,
writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

M 800: 18-karat/750 gold with rhodium trim
M 600, 400: 14-karat/585 gold with rhodium trim

Overview of all sizes: see page 27

eraser under the cap

33

* Available as long as stocks last.



Heart box

Edelstein Ink
Garnet
page 91

premium premium

Souverän® 600  Black-Red 
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 bi-color gold nib
EF 928689 928689 M 600
F 928655 928658 M 600
M 928697 928696 M 600
B 928663 928665 M 600

Ball pen
928713 928719 K 600

Mechanical pencil*
928739 928733 D 600

Rollerball*
928721 928726 R 600

Souverän® 400  Black-Red 
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 bi-color gold nib
EF 818797 818799 M 400
F 904771 904775 M 400
M 904920 904928 M 400
B 904938 904935 M 400

Ball pen
904995 904997 K 400

Mechanical pencil
905000 905000 D 400

Rollerball
905521 905529 R 400

Souverän® 800  Black-Red 
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 18-K/750 bi-color gold nib
EF 816601 816603 M 800
F 816618 816610 M 800
M 816625 816627 M 800
B 816632 816634 M 800

Ball pen
816649 816641 K 800

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.

souverän® black-red

Souverän® M 600  |  400

Fountain pen

Souverän® D 600

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän® D 400

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän® K 600

Ball pen

Souverän® K 400

Ball pen

Souverän® R 600  |  400

Rollerball 

push-button mechanism

push-button mechanism

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

M 600, 400: 14-karat/585 gold with rhodium trim

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

one high-performance ink refill M included,
writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 27

eraser under the cap
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Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim or 14K/585 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim
24K gold-plated highlights | High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material | diamond-cut

NEW!
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* Available as long as stocks last.



Leder-Etuis  
Seite 105

Ink 4001
Brilliant black
page 97

premium premium

Souverän® 800  Black   
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 18-K/750 bi-color gold nib
EF 995555 995551 M 800
F 995563 995568 M 800
M 995571 995575 M 800
B 995597 995599 M 800

Ball pen
996983 996985 K 800

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
997643 997647 R 800

Souverän® 400  Black   
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 bi-color gold nib
EF 994764 994769 M 400
F 994772 994776 M 400
M 994780 994783 M 400
B 994798 994790 M 400

Ball pen
996827 996824 K 400

Mechanical pencil
997189 997180 D 400

Rollerball
997486 997487 R 400

Souverän® 600  Black   
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 bi-color gold nib
EF 980110 980113 M 600
F 980128 980120 M 600
M 980136 980137 M 600
B 980144 980144 M 600

Ball pen
980193 980199 K 600

Mechanical pencil*
980201 980205 D 600

Rollerball*
997544 997548 R 600

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.
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souverän® black
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim or 14K/585 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim
24K gold-plated highlights | High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | diamond-cut

Souverän® M 800  |  600  |  400

Fountain pen

Souverän® D 600

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän® D 400

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän® K 800  |  600

Ball pen

Souverän® K 400

Ball pen

Souverän® R 800  |  600  |  400

Rollerball 

ink inspection window

push-button mechanism

push-button mechanism

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

M 800: 18-karat/750 gold with rhodium trim
M 600, 400: 14-karat/585 gold with rhodium trim

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

one high-performance ink refill M included,
writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 27  |  The Souverän® 1000 can be found on page 29.

eraser under the cap
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* Available as long as stocks last.



pelikan passion

souverän® white collection

souverän®

premium

white collection
Our cheery Souverän® color variations have an air of elegant lightness, which 

is portrayed very well by these two Special Editions from our White Collection. 

The Souverän® 405 Silver-White is a jewelry-like product in Pelikan’s range 

which stands out for its stylish purism. The bright, silver sheen underscores  

this elegant interpretation of our Souverän® classic.  

The Souverän® 400 Tortoiseshell-White, has enraptured Pelikan fans and lit  

up the market since 2004, and together these models offer another perfect 

alternative to our sought-after series in black. 

The light-toned shaft of this timelessly beautiful series is manufactured from 

cellulose acetate through an intensive process. This exceptional material 

corresponds harmoniously with the luxurious stripes so that whether silver or 

tortoiseshell, the design is simply unique. The cap and the other parts of the 

casing give the model its characteristic white radiance. 

delighted spirit

You can acquire the Souverän® 405 Silver- 

White as a piston fountain pen or as a 

retractable ballpoint pen.

The Souverän® 400 Tortoiseshell-White is 

available as a piston fountain pen, retract-

able ballpoint pen, mechanical pencil, or 

rollerball pen. 

3938



40

premium

Edelstein Ink
Moonstone
page 91

premium

Souverän® 405  Silver-White 
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 bi-color gold nib
EF 815505 815507 M 405
F 815512 815514 M 405
M 815529 815521 M 405
B 815536 815538 M 405

Ball pen
815543 815545 K 405

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

souverän® 405405 silver-white
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 14K/585 completely rhodium-plated gold nib with rhodium trim | Palladium-plated highlights
High-gloss stainless-steel clip | High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material | diamond-cut

Souverän® M 405

Fountain pen

Souverän® K 405

Ball pen

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

14-K/585 gold completely rhodium-plated

push-button mechanism

Overview of all sizes: see page 27
The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.
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pelikan passion

42

premium premium

Souverän® 400  Tortoiseshell-White 
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 bi-color gold nib
EF 934158 934154 M 400
F 934166 934161 M 400
M 934174 934178 M 400
B 934133 934130 M 400

Ball pen
934125 934123 K 400

Mechanical pencil
934117 934116 D 400

Rollerball
934190 934192 R 400

Edelstein Ink  
of the Year 2022 
»Apatite«
page 91

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.

souverän® 400400 tortoiseshell-white
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 14K/585 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim | 24K gold-plated highlights
High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material | diamond-cut

Souverän® D 400

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän® K 400

Ball pen

Souverän® M 400

Fountain pen

Souverän® R 400

Rollerball

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

14-karat/585 gold with rhodium trim

push-button mechanism

push-button mechanism

one high-performance ink refill M included,
writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 27

eraser under the cap
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stresemann®

premium

Germany’s foreign minister during the 1920s, Gustav  

Stresemann (born 1878, died 1929), received the 1926 Nobel 

Peace Prize together with Aristide Briand for his Franco- 

German reconciliation work. On top of his outstanding  

political career, Stresemann was also known for a particular 

suit design, a suit that was ideal for official appearances, yet 

that could also be worn casually in the office.

Stresemann frequently wore this suit, made of a refined,  

pinstriped fabric, which in the end became legendary.  

At the same time, Pelikan and its pinstriped fountain pens  

were beginning to take the world by storm and people came to refer to the latter as “Stresemann” too, 

consequently gaining a personality of their own. Back then, we offered our Souverän® classics mostly 

in a black/green-striped design.

Today, both the suit as well as these fountain pens bear Stresemann’s name. To pay proper tribute 

to this legend, Pelikan has now officially christened the latest addition to its collection, the Souverän® 

with stylish anthracite pinstripes, the “Stresemann.” 

a key personality

His particular suit design 

was mainly characterized  

by pinstriped trousers. These 

trousers form the basis for 

the tribute the collection is 

officially making with the 

title “Stresemann.”

4544



premium premium

Edelstein Ink  
Mandarin
page 91

Souverän® 805  Stresemann
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 18-K/750 completely rhodium-plated gold nib
EF 957613 957610 M 805
F 957621 957627 M 805
M 957639 957634 M 805
B 957647 957641 M 805

Ball pen
957530 957535 K 805

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball*
957498 957498 R 805

Souverän® 405  Stresemann
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 completely rhodium-plated gold nib
EF 803809 803801 M 405
F 803816 803818 M 405
M 803823 803825 M 405
B 803830 803832 M 405

Ball pen
803700 803702 K 405

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
803915 803915 R 405

Souverän® 605  Stresemann
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 completely rhodium-plated gold nib
EF 813600 813602 M 605
F 813617 813619 M 605
M 813624 813626 M 605
B 813631 813633 M 605

Ball pen
813648 813640 K 605

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.

souverän® stresemann
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 completely rhodium-plated gold nib or 14K/585 completely rhodium-plated gold nib | Palladium-plated highlights
High-gloss stainless-steel clip | High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material | diamond-cut

Souverän® M 805 | 605 | 405

Fountain  
pen

Souverän® K 805 | 605

Ball pen

Souverän® R 805 | 405

Rollerball   

Souverän® K 405

Ball pen

twist mechanism

M 805: 18-karat/750 gold completely rhodium-plated
M 605, 405: 14-karat/585 gold completely rhodium-plated

push-button mechanism

one high-performance ink refill M included,
writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 27
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* Available as long as stocks last.



premium premium

Souverän® 805  Black-Blue silver-plated  
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 18-K/750 completely rhodium-plated gold nib
EF 933614 933614 M 805
F 933622 933621 M 805
M 933630 933638 M 805
B 933598 933591 M 805

Ball pen
933689 933683 K 805

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
933655 933652 R 805

Souverän® 405  Black-Blue silver-plated  
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 completely rhodium-plated gold nib
EF 932806 932808 M 405
F 932814 932815 M 405
M 932822 932822 M 405
B 932780 932785 M 405

Ball pen
932723 932723 K 405

Mechanical pencil*
932640 932648 D 405

Rollerball*
932996 932990 R 405

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.

souverän® black-blue | silver-plated
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 completely rhodium-plated gold nib or 14K/585 completely rhodium-plated gold nib | Palladium-plated highlights
High-gloss stainless-steel clip | High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material | diamond-cut

Souverän® M 805  |  405

Fountain 
pen

Souverän® K 805

Ball pen

Souverän® K 405

Ball pen

Souverän® R 805  |  405

Rollerball

Souverän® D 405

Mechanical  
pencil

M 805: 18-karat/750 gold completely rhodium-plated
M 405: 14-karat/585 gold completely rhodium-plated

twist mechanism

push-button mechanism

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

push-button mechanism

one high-performance ink refill M included,
writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 27

eraser under the cap
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* Available as long as stocks last.



premium premium

Souverän® 805  Black silver-plated  
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 18-K/750 completely rhodium-plated gold nib
EF 925420 925428 M 805
F 925438 925435 M 805
M 925446 925442 M 805
B 925404 925404 M 805

Ball pen
926360 926364 K 805

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
926667 926661 R 805

Souverän® 405  Black silver-plated  
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 14-K/585 completely rhodium-plated gold nib
EF 924407 924407 M 405
F 924415 924414 M 405
M 924423 924421 M 405
B 924381 924384 M 405

Ball pen
926220 926227 K 405

Mechanical pencil*
926261 926265 D 405

Rollerball*
926329 926326 R 405

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.

souverän® black | silver-plated
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 completely rhodium-plated gold nib or 14K/585 completely rhodium-plated gold nib
Palladium-plated highlights | High-gloss stainless-steel clip | High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | diamond-cut

Souverä® M 805  |  405

Fountain 
pen

Souverän® D 405

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän® K 805

Ball pen

Souverän® R 805  |  405

Rollerball 

Souverän® K 405

Ball pen

ink inspection window

M 805: 18-karat/750 gold completely rhodium-plated
M 405: 14-karat/585 gold completely rhodium-plated

twist mechanism

push-button mechanism

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

push-button mechanism

one high-performance ink refill M included,
writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 27

eraser under the cap
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* Available as long as stocks last.



elegance

classic series 

It piques people’s interest in handwriting and provides inspi-
ration for strong verbal flourishes: The Elegance collection 
is the perfect entry to the world of fine writing instruments. 
The beak clip and subtle decorative rings are quintessen-
tially and unmistakably Pelikan; they are the core of the 
timeless, classic design and a clear statement of the Pelikan 
brand. Every word written is given a particular flourish 
thanks to the precision-manufactured stainless-steel nib. 
For passionate collectors who are young or young at heart, 
the annual special edition is a major highlight. These people 
love color. 

The M 200  

Black-Gold 

charms with  

its sheer 

elegance.

5352 53



classic eye-catcher

The Classic series offers joyous and surprising colors, from classic jet black  

to light pastel green combined with white, or even multiple marbled colors.  

Moreover, an exceptional series of writing instruments is created each year  

to match the individual Edelstein Ink of the Year. The set consisting of this 

fountain pen and the matching Edelstein ink is always certain to captivate 

Pelikan fans each time. 

Pelikan enjoys worldwide renown for its fountain pens. In response to the 

demand of many customers, we have additionally fitted our Classic 200 series 

with the practical cartridge filling system. The quick change of cartridge  

is particularly handy when on the go or traveling. Market needs are always 

changing, and so are we.

classic

elegance

good to

Classic series are available with  
highlight parts in a silver or gold color. 

All writing instruments are of the 
quality expected of a product 

made in germany.
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elegance elegance

Our Classic Series 200 comes featuring two filling systems: 

The piston filling mechanism and, as an alternative to this, the 

cartridge filling system. The classic piston mechanism allows 

you to fill the pen directly from an ink bottle and can be called 

Pelikan’s typical fountain pen mechanism for high-quality 

writing instruments.

We also offer a fantastic product variant for fans of cartridge 

filling systems. You can refill your fountain pen or change its 

writing color by swapping the cartridge. The swap can be done 

quickly: Simply unscrew your writing instrument behind the 

grip and change the cartridge. 

As a result, you can celebrate the pleasure of writing imagina-

tively using both filling systems. 

two filling systems

The cartridge fountain 

pen is available in a  

silver-colored, highly 

polished version under  

the number P 205.

For all fountain pen lovers, we offer the Classic 

Series with two filling systems: the M 200 and the 

M 205 comes with the differentiated piston mecha-

nism, the P 200 and the P 205 with a cartridge filling  

system. The Classic Series 200, just like the M 200 

and the P 200, comes with gold-plated ornamenta-

tion. The stainless steel nib is gold-plated as well.  

In addition, we offer the fountain pen M 205 and  

P 205 with silver ornamentation and a high-polished 

stainless steel nib. All series are available in nib 

widths EF, F, M, and B.

the classic cartridge fountain pen

classic m 200200
with piston filling mechanism

classic p 200200
with cartridge filling system

identical cap

 

* Size with cap placed onto the backend of the fountain pen.

piston filling mechanism

15 cm*
Ø 12.3 mm
14 g
≈ 1.3 ml

ink inspection window

ring = 24-karat gold-plated

nib = exchangeable

14.7 cm*
Ø 12.3 mm
12 g

cartridge filling system

front part incl. nib = 
exchangeable

ring = 24-karat gold-plated

≈ 0.75 ml

≈ 1.4 ml
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Leather pouches 
page 105

The Color Collection will be  
delivered in a color-matching case.

elegance elegance

Classic 200  Pastel-Green
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib*
EF 815291 815293 M 200
F 815307 815309 M 200
M 815314 815316 M 200
B 815321 815323 M 200

Ball pen*
815338 815330 K 200

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

Edelstein Ink  
Olivine
page 91

Classic M 200

Fountain pen

Classic K 200 

Ball pen

≈ 1.3 ml 

push-button mechanism

ink inspection window

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

58

classic 200200 color collection | pastel green
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib | 24K gold-plated highlights
High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | Light transparent, custom-marbled material | diamond-cut
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* Available as long as stocks last.



elegance elegance

Classic 200  Brown-Marbled
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib
EF 808873 808875 M 200
F 808880 808882 M 200
M 808897 808899 M 200
B 808903 808905 M 200

Ball pen
808972 808974 K 200

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

Edelstein Ink  
Mandarin
page 91

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.

classic 200200 brown-marbled
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib | 24K gold-plated highlights
High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | Opaque, custom-marbled material | diamond-cut

Classic M 200

Fountain pen

Classic K 200 

Ball pen

≈ 1.3 ml 

push-button mechanism

ink inspection window

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black
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elegance elegance

Edelstein Ink
Aventurine
page 91

Classic 200  Green-Marbled
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib
EF 801775 801777 M 200
F 994095 994097 M 200
M 994103 994103 M 200
B 994145 994141 M 200

Ball pen
996694 996695 K 200

Mechanical pencil*
997114 997111 D 200

Rollerball
– – –

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.

classic 200200 green-marbled
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib | 24K gold-plated highlights
High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | Opaque, custom-marbled material | diamond-cut

Classic M 200

Fountain pen

Classic K 200 

Ball pen

Classic D 200

Mechanical  
pencil

push-button mechanism

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

≈ 1.3 ml 

ink inspection window

push-button mechanism

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

eraser under the cap
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* Available as long as stocks last.



Classic P 200

Fountain pen

Classic K 200 

Ball pen

Classic D 200

Mechanical  
pencil

push-button mechanism

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

You can also use the ink from an ink bottle in a cartridge  
fountain pen by simply using a converter.

P 200: converter possible, page 101

P 200 with different barrel design  
than piston fountain pen M 200

eraser under the cap

push-button mechanism

classic 200200 black

elegance elegance

Classic M 200

Fountain pen

Classic 200  Black
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system and 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib
EF 820646 820648 P 200
F 820653 820655 P 200
M 820660 820662 P 200
B 820677 820679 P 200

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism and 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib
EF 822893 822895 M 200
F 993915 993915 M 200
M 994004 994004 M 200
B 994012 994011 M 200

Ball pen
996686 996688 K 200

Mechanical pencil*
997106 997104 D 200

Rollerball
– – –

≈ 1.3 ml 

ink inspection window

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.

64

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system or with piston filling mechanism | 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib | 24K gold-plated highlights
High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | diamond-cut

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black
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* Available as long as stocks last.



Ink 4001
Royal blue
page 97

elegance elegance

Classic 205  Blue-Marbled
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with polished stainless steel nib
EF 801959 801951 M 205
F 801966 801968 M 205
M 801973 801975 M 205
B 801980 801982 M 205

Ball pen
801997 801999 K 205

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.
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classic 205205 blue-marbled
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | Polished stainless steel nib | Silver-colored, highly polished highlights
High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | Opaque, custom-marbled material | diamond-cut

Classic M 205

Fountain pen

Classic K 205 

Ball pen

≈ 1.3 ml 

push-button mechanism

ink inspection window

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black
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Classic P 205

Fountain pen

Classic K 205 

Ball pen

push-button mechanism

Edelstein Ink
Sapphire
page 93

classic 205205 black

elegance elegance

Classic M 205

Fountain pen

Classic 205 Black 
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system and polished stainless steel nib
EF 820684 820686 P 205
F 820691 820693 P 205
M 820707 820709 P 205
B 820714 820716 P 205

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism and polished stainless steel nib
EF 976423 976420 M 205
F 972075 972071 M 205
M 971986 971982 M 205
B 971945 971944 M 205

Ball pen
971861 971869 K 205

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

≈ 1.3 ml 

ink inspection window

Ink 4001
Turquoise
page 97

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.
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one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | Polished stainless steel nib | Silver-colored, highly polished highlights
High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | diamond-cut
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pelikan passion

Classic M 205

Fountain pen

Classic K 205 

Ball pen

push-button mechanism

70

Optional: The 
perfect gift box 
for a wedding or 
Valentine’s Day.

classic 205205 white

elegance elegance

Classic 205  White 
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with polished stainless steel nib*
EF 976712 976710 M 205
F 972232 972231 M 205
M 972208 972200 M 205
B 972182 972187 M 205

Ball pen*
971929 971920 K 205

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

≈ 1.3 ml 

ink inspection window

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.

71

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | Polished stainless steel nib | Silver-colored, highly polished highlights
High-grade resin casing, self-polishing | diamond-cut

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black

* Available as long as stocks last.



Ink 4001
Violet
page 97

classic 215215 black | rings

elegance elegance

Classic 215  Black-Rings
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with polished stainless steel nib
EF 948265 948267 M 215
F 948273 948274 M 215
M 948281 948281 M 215
B 948299 948298 M 215

Ball pen
948307 948304 K 215

Mechanical pencil
– – –

Rollerball
– – –

The writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G30.
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Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | Polished stainless steel nib | Silver-colored, highly polished highlights
Brass shaft with high-grade finish | High-grade resin casing, self-polishing

Classic M 215

Fountain pen

Classic K 215 

Ball pen

≈ 1.3 ml 

push-button mechanism

ink inspection window

one high-capacity refill M included,
writing color black
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Our Classic 205 DUO Highlighter 

NEON, with fluorescent ink, now 

gleams brighter than all others. 

Acting as a fountain pen as well as a 

highlighter pen, it perfects two core 

functions simultaneously and dazzles 

anyone, neon fan or not. The mat-

ching ink was specially developed for 

this writing instrument and is custo-

mized for the technical components. 

An impressive combination!

The M 205 DUO Highlighter NEON  

fountain pen is available exclusively 

as a set with a bottle of neon-yellow 

highlighter ink.

relaunch in neon yellow

classic
high- 
lighter 
neon

* The highlighter ink should only be used with the fountain pen 205 DUO Highlighter NEON exclusively. 
 Ink feeder and ink are especially developed to work out in combination.

elegance

Classic 205 DUO Highlighter NEON
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Fountain pen with polished stainless steel nib  |  in a gift-set with ink
BB 819886 819888 205duoge

Highlighter Ink*, 30 ml
Neon-yellow 344879 344878 78LGE
Neon-green 339580 339584 78LG

yellow transparent high-quality resinsilver-colored, highly polished highlights

piston mechanism stainless steel, BB, polished
Classic M 205 DUO Highlighter NEON

Fountain pen

Neon-yellow

Neon-green
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elegance

The stylish PURA® is characterized by its angles. Its clean design and classic 

lines give it an incredibly straight lined feel, making for sheer handwriting joy!  

Its internal features are also thoroughly impressive, with double-anodized 

aluminum ensuring an abundantly confident style in a balanced interplay of 

matte color tones and glossy silver surfaces. An example of quality in its most 

elegant form. 

Our PURA® series is showing its colors. Anthracite and Petrol, two very cool 

tones, make for a powerful mix in our range and replace classic Black-Silver and 

Blue-Silver. Three additional on-trend colors also spice up the previous color 

palette: Bordeaux, Mocha, and Deep Green. The subtle silver finish remains 

unchanged throughout the range. The cartridge pens, ballpoint pens, and 

rollerball pens are available in all color variations in this series, offering sheer 

handwriting joy for any writing preference.

PURA® Black-Silver and PURA® Blue-Silver 

are available while stocks last.  

They will be replaced by the new colors 

PURA® Anthracite and PURA® Petrol.

colorful variety

a diverse range 
of colors 
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elegance elegance

Pura®  Silver
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code packaging

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system and polished stainless steel nib
EF 952036 952035 P 40 G24
F 952028 952028 P 40 G24
M 952044 952042 P 40 G24
B 952051 952059 P 40 G24

Ball pen
952069 952066 K 40 G24

Rollerball
952085 952080 R 40 G24

Pura®  Mocha
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code packaging

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system and polished stainless steel nib
EF 822770 822772 P 40 G24
F 822787 822789 P 40 G24
M 822794 822796 P 40 G24
B 822800 822802 P 40 G24

Ball pen
822817 822819 K 40 G24

Rollerball
822824 822826 R 40 G24

PURA® writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G24.

pura® silver | mocha
Fountain pen with cartridge filling system | Polished stainless steel nib | High-grade, anodized aluminum casing with matte and glossy surface finish
Flexible, spring-loaded clip

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

polished stainless steel nib

polished stainless steel nib

one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black
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elegance elegance

Edelstein Ink
Topaz, page 93

Pura®  Anthracite
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code packaging

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system and polished stainless steel nib
EF 822596 822598 P 40 G24
F 822602 822604 P 40 G24
M 822619 822611 P 40 G24
B 822626 822628 P 40 G24

Ball pen
822633 822635 K 40 G24

Rollerball
822640 822642 R 40 G24

Pura®  Petrol
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code packaging

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system and polished stainless steel nib
EF 822657 822659 P 40 G24
F 822664 822666 P 40 G24
M 822671 822673 P 40 G24
B 822688 822680 P 40 G24

Ball pen
822695 822697 K 40 G24

Rollerball
822701 822703 R 40 G24

PURA® writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G24.

pura® anthracite | petrol
Fountain pen with cartridge filling system | Polished stainless steel nib | High-grade, anodized aluminum casing with matte and glossy surface finish
Flexible, spring-loaded clip

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

polished stainless steel nib

polished stainless steel nib

one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black
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elegance elegance

You can also use the ink from an ink bottle in a cartridge  
fountain pen by simply using a converter.

P 40: converter possible, page 101

Pura®  Bordeaux
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code packaging

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system and polished stainless steel nib*
EF 822718 822710 P 40 G24
F 822725 822727 P 40 G24
M 822732 822734 P 40 G24
B 822749 822741 P 40 G24

Ball pen*
822756 822758 K 40 G24

Rollerball*
822763 822765 R 40 G24

Pura®  Deep-Green
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code packaging

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system and polished stainless steel nib
EF 822831 822833 P 40 G24
F 822848 822840 P 40 G24
M 822855 822857 P 40 G24
B 822862 822864 P 40 G24

Ball pen
822879 822871 K 40 G24

Rollerball
822886 822888 R 40 G24

PURA® writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G24.
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pura® bordeaux | deep green
Fountain pen with cartridge filling system | Polished stainless steel nib | High-grade, anodized aluminum casing with matte and glossy surface finish
Flexible, spring-loaded clip

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

polished stainless steel nib

polished stainless steel nib

one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black
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elegance elegance

Pura®  Blue-Silver
nib order no. EAN 4012700- match code packaging

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system and polished stainless steel nib
EF 954966 954961 P 40 G24
F 954958 954954 P 40 G24
M 954974 954978 P 40 G24
B 954982 954985 P 40 G24

Ball pen
– – – –

Rollerball*
955013 955012 R 40 G24

Pura®  Black-Silver
nib order no. EAN match code packaging

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system and polished stainless steel nib
EF 904896 40806501 P 40 G24
F 904888 40806495 P 40 G24
M 904656 40806488 P 40 G24
B 904557 40806471 P 40 G24

Ball pen
– – – –

Rollerball*
904441 40806457 R 40 G24

PURA® writing instruments are   
delivered inside the attractive gift box G24.
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pura® blue-silver | black-silver
Fountain pen with cartridge filling system | Polished stainless steel nib | High-grade, anodized aluminum casing with matte and glossy surface finish
Flexible, spring-loaded clip

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

polished stainless steel nib

polished stainless steel nib
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accessories

a world of prestige 

The selection of original Pelikan accessories is multiplex. 
They are that extra something that tops off our range.  
A soft leather pouch, for example, provides optimal pro-
tection for your writing instrument. Our first-class ink has 
such brilliant pigments that it will make your handwriting 
radiate, whether you use our classic 4001® or our Edelstein 
ink with a particularly smooth writing quality. All of our 
accessories exist in beautiful harmony with each other.

Our Edelstein ink collection is 

also a visual attraction. The 

exceptional design of the flacon 

has already become a collector’s 

item.
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good to

The Ink of the Year is very much a special 
highlight. Each year we present a new  

edelstein ink of the year  
limited to just that calendar 

year.

For decades, Pelikan has stood for high-quality, prestigious inks and Ink 4001® has been part 

of the Pelikan DNA since the company was founded. We have created new highlights in the 

world of ink with our exclusive Edelstein Ink Collection. 

The Edelstein ink consists of nine brilliant colors corresponding to famous precious stones 

from around the world. Due to the unique formula, the ink enables a particularly  

smooth writing experience while simultaneously caring for your pen  

from within. The prestigious bottle’s design is reminiscent of a  

cut diamond, which gives the entire collection an extremely  

elegant touch.

Eight of the Edelstein ink 

colors are also available in 

our regular range as ink 

cartridges with an elegant 

metal case. Ideal for  

combining with the Classic 

P 200, P 205 and PURA®. 

a brilliant ink collection

edelstein® 
ink of the year 20232023

accessoriesaccessories
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Olivine | 2018

Moonstone | 2020

Aquamarine

Garnet

Jade

Onyx

Mandarin

Topaz

Tanzanite

Aventurine

Sapphire

Available as:
ink bottle
ink cartridge

Edelstein Ink Collection

for all fountain pens

50 ml
dimensions 7.5 x 4.3 x 6.5 cm

Rose Quartz | 2023

accessories accessories

Apatite | 2022

Edelstein® Ink Collection
color order no. EAN 4012700- match code units

Edelstein Ink Collection, 50 ml
Rose Quartz*/** 301848 301840 EILR 1 GL
Apatite 2022* 301817 301819 EIAP 1 GL
Moonstone 2020* 300827 300829 EISG 1 GL
Olivine 2018* 300674 300676 EIOG 1 GL
Aquamarine 300025 300027 EIAQ 1 GL
Garnet 339747 339744 EIGA 1 GL
Mandarin 339341 339348 EIO 1 GL
Aventurine 339366 339362 EIGR 1 GL
Jade 339374 339379 EIG 1 GL
Topaz 339382 339386 EIBV 1 GL
Sapphire 339390 339393 EIB 1 GL
Onyx 339408 339409 EIS 1 GL
Tanzanite 339226 339225 EIBS 1 GL
Set of eight*** 670802 670809 EISET 1 PAK

*   Ink of the Year – limited availability
**   Launch 03/2023 
*** Contains: 1 x Garnet, Mandarin, Aventurine, Jade, Topaz, Sapphire, Onyx und Tanzanite

Rose Quartz | 2023
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Edelstein Ink cartridge display

Edelstein Ink Collection

for all cartridge-style fountain pens

dimensions: 20 x 6 x 12 cm

≈ 1.4 ml

Aquamarine*

Garnet

Onyx

Topaz

Tanzanite

Aventurine

Sapphire

Available as:
ink bottle
ink cartridge

6 x ≈ 1.4 ml
dimensions
8.1 x 4.9 x 0.9 cm

accessories accessories

Edelstein® Ink Cartridges
color order no. EAN 4012700- match code units

GTP metal case with 6 Edelstein Ink cartridges
Aquamarine* 300 100 300102 EIAQT6 5 Etuis
Garnet 339 648 339645 EIGAT6 5 Etuis
Aventurine 339 671 339676 EIGRT6 5 Etuis
Topaz 339 655 339652 EIVT6 5 Etuis
Sapphire 339 630 339638 EIBT6 5 Etuis
Onyx 339 622 339621 EIST6 5 Etuis
Tanzanite 339 689 339683 EIBST6 5 Etuis

* Limited availability. Available as long as stocks last.
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pelikan passion

genuine renown

tinte 40014001®

accessories

4001® violet in a bottle

Our 4001® inks are part of a number of our products that have proven them-

selves over many decades. First mentioned in a document from 1897, they 

are still a highly important product for any friend of the Pelikan brand today. 

Thanks to the formula which has been perfected down to the finest detail,  

the proven quality of the 4001® inks is consistently assured. They guarantee  

an even flow of ink, powerful written expression, and vibrant color. A true jack 

of all trades.

The shape of the 4001® ink bottle makes it easy to refill your fountain pen  

at any time: Should the ink be nearing its end, you can absorb the last drops 

left by turning the bottle on its side. 

The legendary 4001® is a classic among inks. It enjoys renown all across the 

world.
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Turquoise

The ink color “Royal blue” is washable and can be erased with an ink eradicator.

Blue black

Tinte 4001®

for all fountain pens

Brilliant red

Pink

Brilliant black

Dark-green

Brilliant brown

Violet

Royal blue

Ink cartridge GTP/5

Ink cartridge TP/6

≈ 1,4 ml

≈ 0,8 ml

30 ml
dimensions
5.2 x 5.6 x 3.4 cm

Available as: 
ink bottle 
ink cartridge 

accessories accessories

4001® bottle
color order no. EAN 4012700- match code units

30 ml
Royal blue 301010 301017 78 KB 1 GL
Blue black 301028 301024 78 BS 1 GL
Brilliant black 301051 301055 78 S 1 GL
Brilliant red 301036 301031 78 R 1 GL
Dark-green 300056 300058 78 DG 1 GL
Brilliant brown 311902 311900 78 BR 1 GL
Violet 311886 311887 78 V 1 GL
Turquoise 311894 311894 78 T 1 GL
Pink 301343 301345 78 P 1 GL

Pelikan 4001, 62,5 ml
Royal blue 329136 329134 76 KB 1 GL
Blue black 329151 329158 76 BS 1 GL
Brilliant black 329144 329141 76 S 1 GL
Brilliant red 329169 329165 76 R 1 GL
Dark-green 300063 300065 76 DG 1 GL
Brilliant brown 329185 329189 76 BR 1 GL
Violet 329193 329196 76 V 1 GL
Turquoise 329201 329202 76 T 1 GL
Pink 301350 301352 76 P 1 GL

4001® ink cartridge
color order no. EAN 4012700- match code units

4001 GTP/5
Royal blue 310748 310743 GTP/5 KB 1 Etui
Blue black 310607 310606 GTP/5 BS 1 Etui
Brilliant black 310615 310613 GTP/5 S 1 Etui
Brilliant red 310623 310620 GTP/5 R 1 Etui
Dark-green 300070 300072 GTP/5 DG 1 Etui
Violet 310664 310668 GTP/5 V 1 Etui
Turquoise 310656 310651 GTP/5 T 1 Etui
Pink 310672 310675 GTP/5 P 1 Etui

4001 TP/6
Royal blue 301176 301178 TP/6 KB 1 Etui
Blue black 301184 301185 TP/6 BS 1 Etui
Brilliant black 301218 301215 TP/6 S 1 Etui
Brilliant red 301192 301192 TP/6 R 1 Etui
Dark-green 300087 300089 TP/6 DG 1 Etui
Brilliant brown 311928 311924 TP/6 BR 1 Etui
Violet 301697 301697 TP/6 V 1 Etui
Turquoise 301705 301703 TP/6 T 1 Etui
Pink 321075 321077 TP/6 P 1 Etui

62.5 ml
dimensions
6.5 x 6.4 x 3.6 cm

Brilliant red

Brilliant black

Dark-green

Brilliant brown

Turquoise

Pink

Violet

Royal blue

Blue black
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Scribtol*

Fount India

high lightfastness document-proof and nonfading

* Not for fountain pens

accessories accessories

Document-proof ink
color order no. EAN 4012700- match code units

Scribtol*, 30 ml
Black 221135 221131 518 1 Flasche

Very lightfast ink
color order no. EAN 4012700- match code units

Fount India, 30 ml
Black 221143 221148 518s 1 Glas

good to

lightfast

very lightfast

most lightfast

Red

Black

Blue

Ballpoint 
refills
page 101

Our range offers three various inks that 
possess a different degree of lightfastness 

on account of their special composition. 
Every product is still subject to  

Pelikan’s demanding quality  
control. 

 Ballpoint refills

Our ballpoint refills in blue, black, and red colors satisfy all 

the criteria imposed on document-proof inks. These criteria 

include: smudge resistance, erasability, lightfastness, and 

water resistance. The special ballpoint paste is fast-drying, 

cannot be modified, and cannot be removed without leaving 

a trace. The ink also remains legible after a defined period 

of exposure to sunlight, which means that it cannot fade 

beyond a certain degree. If the ink comes into contact with 

water and runs, the lines of the writing still remain visible. 

The paste for ballpoint refills 337 and 38 is document-proof 

under ISO 12757-2. 

 Scribtol

The most durable ink in our range is Scribtol. It provides good coverage and is 

lightfast as well as being non-fade, so that this ink can be categorized as docu-

ment-proof. Due to its composition, which allows it to achieve such a high level of 

permanence, it is unsuitable for fountain pens. We mainly recommend Scribtol for 

use with dip or nib pens. 

 4001® Blue black

Our 4001 ink in a blue/black tone can be categorized as relatively lightfast. It is an iron gall 

ink, which means that it is far more permanent than, for example, the 4001 in Royal Blue or 

Brilliant Black. 

Thanks to the special ingredients in the formula, it can be used in both piston and cartridge 

fountain pens. Over time, the color of the ink changes from blue/black to gray, though the 

ink will always remain visible. 

During development we made sure that the concentration of iron gall is low enough to 

avoid corrosion. Consequently, the ink does not decompose the paper used.

The flow of ink and width of the nib determine the thickness of the stroke made on the 

paper. The absorbing capacity of the paper also determines how much ink can be applied. 

One factor that also plays a very decisive role is the amount of time that the ink has been 

exposed to the light for.

This ink is not document proofed. We recommend “Fount India”  

to all customers seeking an ink that is even more permanent than  

our 4001.

 Fount India®

This ink is opaque and lightfast, forming part of our document-proof category of inks.  

Fount India can be used in piston fountain pens or, with a converter, in cartridge pens too. 

Carbon pigment is a component of the Fount India formula. As a result, this ink possesses 

almost the same level of lightfastness as our Scribtol ink.

What is important, however, is that the ink does not dry out or dry up completely in your 

fountain pen. To avoid this happening, you should regularly rinse out your pen with cold 

water. pelikan-passion.com/fount-india

4001 | Blue black

Tinte 4001
Blue black
page 97
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accessories accessories

Converter
order no. EAN 4012700- match code units

For all Pelikan fountain pens with cartridge filling system
999128 999122 C 499 5

Eraser
order no. EAN 4012700- match code units

for series D 300
905448 905444 RD 300 1

for series D 150 I 200 I 215 I 400 I 405 (with pin)
927269 927262 RD 400 1

for series D 600 I 800 I 805
982009 982001 RD 600 1

Ballpoint refill
color Strichbreite order no. EAN 4012700- match code units

337
Blue F (0,8 mm Ø) 915421 915429 337 BF 1
Blue M (1,0 mm Ø) 915439 915436 337 BM 1
Blue B (1,2 mm Ø) 915447 915443 337 BB 1
Red M (1,0 mm Ø) 915389 915382 337 RM 1
Black F (0,8 mm Ø) 915397 915399 337 SF 1
Black M (1,0 mm Ø) 915405 915405 337 SM 1
Black B (1,2 mm Ø) 915413 915412 337 SB 1

38
Blue M (1,0 mm Ø) 905406 905406 38 BM 1
Red M (1,0 mm Ø) 905422 905420 38 RM 1
Black M (1,0 mm Ø) 905414 905413 38 SM 1

Rollerball refill
color Strichbreite order no. EAN 4012700- match code units

338
Blue F (0,8 mm Ø) 908467 908469 338 BF 1
Blue M (1,0 mm Ø) 922187 922182 338 BM 1
Blue B (1,2 mm Ø) 977470 977472 338 BB 1
Black F (0,8 mm Ø) 908483 908483 338 SF 1
Black M (1,0 mm Ø) 922179 922175 338 SM 1
Black B (1,2 mm Ø) 957027 957023 338 SB 1

Converter

≈ 0.75 ml

Ballpoint refill 337

document-proof ink as defined by ISO 12757-2 for all models (except K 300)

Ballpoint refill 38

document-proof ink as defined by ISO 12757-2for K 300

Rollerball refill 338

for all models

Eraser for mechanical pencils D 600 – D 805 | Ductus | Epoch

for cartridge fountain pens
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pelikan passion accessories

pen cases

In order for you to enjoy decades of writing pleasure with your writing instrument, you should 

protect it the best way possible. Our Pelikan cases for writing instruments are the ideal choice 

for this and brilliantly safeguard your Pelikan investment. Modern or classic? Patent or smooth 

leather? It is your choice.

Our classic leather cases in black or black/green are the perfect accessories for all situations. 

You can safely store one, two, or three writing instruments in them. They are an elegant  

accessory and come in two versions: in top-grain leather or as smooth nappa leather. Soft as 

silk and with a black lining. 

The colorful, patent leather cases with high-quality zipper are the cherry on top when it comes 

to modern accessories. They are available as a case for two and make a vibrant statement in 

three attractive colors.

optimally equipped
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accessories accessories

Genuine leather 

Leather pouches
suitable for order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Black top-grain
for two 958025 958020 TGX2E

Black nappa
for two 958017 958013 TGX2N

Leather pouches
suitable for order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Black
for one 923409 923400 TG11
for two 923417 923417 TG21
for three 923433 923431 TG31

Black-Green
for one 923524 923523 TG12
for two 923722 923721 TG22
for three 924092 924094 TG32

cowhide

Black 

for one, two, and three 
writing instruments

Black top-grain

flexible loops inside

top-grain leatherdimensions  
16.0 x 5.9 x 2.5 cm

soft nappa leather

zipper with Pelikan logo

Black nappa

Delivered without contents

Black-Green 

for one, two, and three 
writing instruments

dimensions 12.6 x 2.7 x 2.3 cm 13.4 x 3.5 x 2.3 cm 14.0 x 5.7 x 2.3 cm
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Delivered without contents

accessories

Collectors’ Box
order no. EAN 4012700- match code

Collectors’ Box
for 24 writing instruments 806695 806697 SBOX

collectors’  
 box an elegant storage solution

Once bitten by the collector’s spirit, it is very difficult to stop – and that is something any collector  

will confirm. Soon, however, there comes a point where a solution must be found to store all the acquired 

treasures. Pelikan has for this reason created a collector’s chest that satisfies every need while being 

stunning to look at and convenient to use.

The collector’s chest provides space for 24 writing instruments, with even the large Souverän® M 1000 

fitting inside perfectly. The frame is made of durable MDF finished with a high-quality wooden veneer 

and a protective, transparent varnish. To avoid scratching the writing instruments stored inside, the pen 

holder inserts are covered in artificial leather in a cream color.

There is a transparent panel made of safety glass that allows for an admiring gaze at the collection at any 

time. The plastic feet ensure that the chest can also be placed on more sensitive surfaces. The Pelikan logo 

can be found on the front as well as on the back. 

dimensions: 25.0 x 21.2 x 13.5 cm

MDF

Rubber feet

Safety glass (4 mm)

Faux leather
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Gift box GS5  
for 1 ink bottle 
and 1–2 writing  
instruments

Gift box G30  
for 1–2 writing  
instruments

accessories accessories

Gift box*
suitable for order no. EAN 4012700- match code

GS5, for 1–2 writing instruments und 1 ink bottle
811811 811813 GS5

G30, for 1–2 writin instrument
820608 820600 G30

Gift box G30

Pouch

Warranty booklet

Folding cover with 
magnetic closure

dimensions 
20 x 19.8 x 5.2 cm

for one bottle or cartridge Edelstein Ink and one or two writing instruments

Gift box does 
not include 
ink bottle

dimensions: 18.3 x 8.5 x 4.0 cm

for one or two writing instruments
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this glossary is your source of information for pelikan-specific topics. the most 
important terms connected to service, the brand, and product knowledge are 
listed here. they are essential for training new employees and also serve as a 
source of inspiration for conversation with customers. what’s more, each topic 
includes a special selling point that can be used in sales pitches. with all of 
this, you are given a great, summarized basis for your pelikan expertise and have 
the best information at all times.

▖ These fine writing instruments are produced and assembled by  

 hand at our factory in Vöhrum, Germany.

 Selling point: 100% made in Germany and 100% quality control. 

in Germany
handmade

pelikan 
Passion Service
▖ Pelikan offers special services for fine writing instruments:  

 from repairs to engravings as well as nib changes or cleaning of the writing instrument.

▖ Visit our website:  

 www.pelikan-passion.com/int/services/repair-service

 Selling point: Pelikan’s fine writing instruments can be used for a long time as a result. 

Pelikan
glossary 

▖  Once per year, Pelikan fans meet to share their passion for Pelikan 

writing instruments and their love of handwriting.

▖  These Hubs take place simultaneously in roughly 50 countries globally, 

with over 6,000 attendees and growing.

 Selling point: Perfect to meet and share the same passion  

 for fine writing. 

▖ Our magazine conveys the fascination people have for handwriting,  

 elegant writing instruments, and exceptional materials and manufacturing techniques. 

▖ An interesting mix of art, culture, products, and lifestyle.

▖ Available in retail worldwide through your point of contact at Pelikan.

 Selling point: Passion brings to life the passion that people have for the brand and elegant  

 handwriting. All in one magazine. 

pelikan passion
Customer magazine for handwriting 
 culture

pelikan hub
International network event for 
Pelikan fans

variety of
writing instrument sizes
▖  Pelikan’s product range contains different writing instrument sizes for every type of hand: 

Elegance Classic series = 200 

  Premium: Souverän series = 400, 600, 800, 1000

 Selling point: We offer different writing instrument sizes for an individual writing experience. 
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glossary glossary

gleaming 
finishes 
▖ The elegant, quintessentially Pelikan outer edge of each fine writing instrument is cut 

 into shape using a diamond.

 Selling point: The diamond-cut surfaces are the product of a prestigious finishing process.  

 It gives the writing instruments their elegant contours. 

high-grade 
resin 
▖  All single-colored writing instrument components ( jet black, pure white) are  

made from a single high-quality, self-polishing plastic.

 Selling point: Some plastics lose their sheen when they are touched. This high- 

 quality plastic is self-polishing so any usage makes it shine even more.  

▖  The perfectly shaped clip on Pelikan’s fine writing instruments 

is modeled on the beak of the bird it is named after.

▖  It is an unmistakable sign of the Pelikan brand.

 Selling point: This elegant and quintessential recognition  

 feature tells the story behind the brand. 

meaning-filled
beak clip

▖  Ink 4001® is part of the Pelikan DNA: Pelikan’s first product was this ink.

▖  Our legendary 4001® is a true international star.

▖  It is characterized by its many brilliant colors, consistently high quality, and even flow of ink.

▖  The color “Royal Blue” is erasable.

 Selling point: The use of high-quality pigments ensures that writing looks brilliant. 

4001® ink – our classic

Nib Ink reservoir Finial

Spindle nutBarrelSpindle Twist 
mechanism

Piston 
head

Cap, complete

▖    The nib is dipped into the ink bottle. When you turn the filler knob, the ink is drawn into the reservoir using the negative 

pressure. The two different screw threads cause the spindle inside to move more quickly than the filler knob.

 Selling point: Pelikan was the world’s first company to introduce this technology in 1929 and offers high quality thanks to  

 its many years of experience.  

Piston
A patented method 
filling mechanism 

edelstein ink 
Collection
▖  We have developed an innovative formula for this exclusive Edelstein Ink.

▖  The ink collection is characterized by extraordinary colors, a silky smooth writing  

experience, and an elegantly shaped bottle reminiscent of a cut diamond.

▖ Annual highlight: Edelstein Ink of the Year. Limited editions that are named after  

 specific gemstones.

 Selling point: An ink formula with high-quality color pigments and an additive  

 for particularly soft handwriting. The nib glides gently across the paper.  

 Edelstein Ink of the Year – a special color each year available for 12 months only. 
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Picture credits
Pages 8/9, AdobeStock
Page 14, shutterstock
Page 45, Gustav Stresemann, Bundesarchiv
All further pictures are property of Pelikan.

nib widths 
fine to broad

▖ Pelikan has various nib widths in its 

 range, from fine to medium and extra-broad.

▖     Nibs can be exchanged free of charge within the  

first 4 weeks after purchase. 

▖     Exchanges require that the nib is in faultless condition 

and does not have any signs of use beyond a sampling 

of the nib.

 Selling point: Nib widths can be exchanged within  

 4 weeks of purchase.  

EF

F

M

B

BB

IB

 Only the nibs within the  

respective writing instrument 

size (400, 600, 800, 1000) are 

interchangeable.

▖     There are two types of nib: 14-karat or 18-karat. The number of karats indicates the  

proportion of pure gold in the total mass of a gold alloy. The higher the number, the  

purer the gold.

▖     Quintessentially Pelikan two-tone gold nibs: silver and yellow gold. The nib is finished 

with a rhodium plating, which means that a thin layer of rhodium (a platinum material) 

is applied to it. The areas that were covered up beforehand maintain their yellow-gold 

appearance.

 Selling point: Gold nibs are soft and flexible, enabling a smooth writing experience.  

 Iridium grit is used to shape the nib’s width.  

Contact

Pelikan Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG
Werftstraße 9
30163 Hannover | Germany

P.O. Box 11 07 55
30102 Hannover | Germany

tel. +49 511 69 69-0
fax +49 511 69 69-212

E-Mail international@pelikan.com
Web pelikan-passion.com 

Zertifikat
The Pelikan Group has  
been certified according  
to ISO 9001 and 14001.

The Pelikan Group is a  
member of the Business
Social Compliance Initiative.

This catalog  
was printed on 
FSC™-certified 
paper.

fine gold nibs –
smooth writing experience

for the classic series

high-quality
stainless-steel nibs
▖  The nibs for the Classic series are made of stainless steel.

▖  The silver nibs have a high-sheen polish while the gold nibs are gold-plated.

 Selling point: A good entry to the world of fine writing instruments to get a feeling  

 of handwriting with a fountain pen. 

gold nib
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All writing instruments are manufactured in Germany.
Errors and omissions excepted

contactglossary
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www.pelikan-passion.com

Handmade in Germany


